Welcome to our Undergraduate Accommodation live chat. Please feel free to ask any questions you may have about accommodation for undergraduate students here at Warwick.

Please note any information we give will be for the 2019-20 academic year.

Hi Nadine, I've seen that there's a ballot for accommodation. How much consideration is taken to first/second choices for halls?

Hi Steven, we will try and take your hall preferences into account but ultimately it will depend on what availability we have on campus. We can't promise you one of your preferences but we will try our best to help.

Just wondering say if I wanted a quieter hall, or en suite - how much certainty would I have that I could get either of these?

As part of your application you will be asked questions about whether you want quiet accommodation, single gender accommodation, any hobbies you have, etc. We will then try to allocate you with like-minded people who have made similar requests. We can't guarantee quiet areas or en suites but you are welcome to request this as part of your application.

Thanks Nadine. And does the ballot automatically fit people to their top choices, or is it to some extent random?

The ballot tries to allocate as many students as possible to their highest possible preference.

Ok thanks, you've pretty much answer my question in the second part :)

No problem!

Also wondering - how mixed are the halls? In terms of international, course etc... And are there any halls that group people in a certain way, or is the background of everyone completely random?

Everyone is all mixed together in terms of international students/home students, and course. There are some single gender areas but the majority are mixed gender.

Thank you - appreciate your time, and answers to all my questions! :)
No worries Stephen - thanks for joining, if you think of anything else you can always email us at allocations@warwick.ac.uk. :) have a nice weekend ahead.